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Airborne soil organic particles generated
by precipitation
Bingbing Wang1†, Tristan H. Harder2,3, Stephen T. Kelly2†, Dominique S. Piens2, Swarup China1,
Libor Kovarik1, Marco Keiluweit4, Bruce W. Arey1, Mary K. Gilles2 and Alexander Laskin1*
Airborneorganic particlesplaya critical role in Earth’s climate1,
public health2, air quality3, and hydrological and carbon
cycles4. However, sources and formation mechanisms for
semi-solid and solid organic particles5 are poorly understood
and typically neglected in atmospheric models6. Laboratory
evidence suggests that fine particles can be formed from
impaction of mineral surfaces by droplets7. Here, we use
chemical imaging of particles collected following rain events
in the Southern Great Plains, Oklahoma, USA and after
experimental irrigation to show that raindrop impaction of
soils generates solid organic particles. We find that after
rain events, sub-micrometre solid particles, with a chemical
composition consistentwith soil organicmatter, contributedup
to 60% of atmospheric particles. Our irrigation experiments
indicate that intensive water impaction is su�cient to cause
ejection of airborne soil organic particles from the soil surface.
Chemical imaging and micro-spectroscopy analysis of particle
physico-chemical properties suggest that these particles may
have important impacts on cloud formation and e�ciently
absorb solar radiation. We suggest that raindrop-induced
formation of solid organic particles from soils may be a
widespread phenomenon in ecosystems such as agricultural
systems and grasslands where soils are exposed to strong,
episodic precipitation events8.

For the first time, a large population of highly viscous (glassy)
carbonaceous particles was observed in a sample collected at the
Southern Great Plains site in Lamont, Oklahoma, USA. The striking
feature was the abundant appearance of solid particles that did not
deform on impaction (Fig. 1). These spherical particles appear as
bright features (Fig. 2a) with high vertical dimensions (height-to-
base aspect ratios) in scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images
(Fig. 2b). In the sample collected on 27March 2014, analysis of SEM
images indicated that nearly 60% of all particles were solid organic
particles with characteristic aspect ratios of 0.8–1.0 (Supplementary
Fig. 1). X-ray microanalysis indicates they are comprised primarily
of C, O and N (Fig. 2c). The appearance of these solid organic
particles was unexpected; hence, further samples were collected
on 23 September and 2 October 2014 (Fig. 2d,e). Although the
presence of solid organic particles was significant (∼30%) in both
of the subsequent samples, their relative abundance was less than
in the sample collected on 27 March 2014. In all samples, the
solid organic particles have a fairly narrow size distribution centred
at ∼0.6 µm (Fig. 2f). According to the backward air trajectories,
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Figure 1 | A schematic illustration of the ‘raindrop’ mechanism7 generating
airborne soil organic particles (ASOP). (1) Raindrops impinging on the soil
surface entrain air bubbles into the surface water layer containing dissolved
soil organic matter (SOM). (2) The bubbles burst at the air/water interface
and eject ASOP that solidify to become glassy particles on drying. The
insert in the upper left corner shows a scanning electron micrograph image
of glassy ASOP collected at the Southern Great Plains site.

air masses arriving at the Southern Great Plains site during these
sampling dates originated from very different directions and lacked
any common trend (Supplementary Fig. 2). Although, initially, the
nature of these unusual solid organic particles was puzzling, their
reoccurrence in multiple samples, with dissimilar back trajectories,
indicated a persistent local source rather than regional transport.

Chemical imaging of the solid particles using X-ray absorption
micro-spectroscopy (Figs 3 and 4) indicated their chemical
composition resembled typical soil organic matter (SOM; Fig. 4a).
This similarity prompted the hypothesis that we observed airborne
soil organic particles (ASOP) generated by a ‘raindrop’ mechanism
suggested by Joung and Buie7, who monitored a fine aqueous mist
ejected from droplets impinging ontomineral surfaces in laboratory
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Figure 2 | Morphology, size distribution and elemental composition of ASOP. a, Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image (in the forward-scattered
transmitted electron mode) of particles collected at the Southern Great Plains site (27 March 2014). b, SEM image (in the secondary electron mode) of the
same sample at 75◦ tilt angle. The yellow boxes indicate the identical area. c, Energy dispersive X-ray spectra of ASOP marked by the red, green and blue
arrows in a and b. Orange arrow indicates a sulfur-containing particle. d,e, Tilt angle SEM images of particles collected at the site on 23 September and
2 October 2014, respectively. f, Size distribution of the ASOP. Scale bars are 4 µm.

experiments. The droplets induced intense generation of bubbles
within a layer of the impinged droplets, followed by ejection of
fine particles on bursting of the bubbles at the air–water interface,
analogous to the well-known bubble-bursting process of sea spray
generation9. Joung and Buie suggested that rainfall may generate
fine sub-micrometre aerosol from soils7. Indeed, analysis of the
rain rates and particle concentration records from the Southern
Great Plains site indicate a very strong rain event occurred the day
before sampling on 27 March and coincident with the increased
concentration of∼0.6 µm particles (Supplementary Fig. 3). Shorter
rain events also preceded sampling on 23 September and 2 October
(Supplementary Table 1). However, there is no obvious correlation
between the fraction of ASOP and amount of rainfall or intensity
of rainfall. To test the ‘raindrop’ hypothesis of ASOP generation, a
proof-of-concept experiment was performed. A section of garden
topsoil was sprinkled with a garden hose until it was well irrigated.
This was followed by sampling of airborne particles above the soil
surface. ASOP with characteristic near-spherical (glassy) shapes
were unambiguously detected in this sample, consistent with an
origin from the ‘raindrop’ mechanism (Supplementary Fig. 4).

Assessment of the particle phase, carbon bonding, oxygen-to-
carbon ratio, and total carbon absorption characteristic of ASOP
was performed based on X-ray micro-spectroscopy data (Figs 3
and 4 and Supplementary Fig. 5). Similarly sized carbonaceous
particles with higher total carbon absorption are more viscous or
solid (glassy) than those with lower absorption, which is indicative
of liquid particles flattened on the substrate10. Figure 3c illustrates
the heights of the ASOP as a function of particle size (determined
as the two-dimensional (2D) projected area equivalent diameter),
compared with other organic particles observed at the Southern
Great Plains site and previously reported measurements10. For a
given particle size, ASOP have total carbon absorption values up
to ten times larger than particles observed in previous studies10.
This indicates that ASOP are significantly more viscous (solid) than
organic particles reported previously. Further, they may represent

a distinctly different particle type with a unique production
mechanism.

The carbonnear-edgeX-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS)
spectra of ASOP are remarkably different from those typical for
atmospheric soot or biogenic secondary organic aerosols (Fig. 4a).
Unlike the spatially resolved NEXAFS of typical mixed soot/organic
particles, where the most intense C=C carbon is in isolated
inclusions11, in the ASOP the enhanced carbon–carbon double
bonds are homogeneously distributed throughout the particles
(Fig. 4b). An elemental ratio of C23Nx<3O10 was derived for ASOP
based on carbon, oxygen and nitrogen K-edge NEXAFS spectra
acquired over the identical particles (Supplementary Fig. 5). The
NEXAFS spectra of ASOP have some resemblance to the tar balls’
spectra. However, the normalized carbon–carbon double bond
peak area (C=C, sp2 hybridization) of ASOP is three times larger
than that observed for tar balls. Furthermore, the characteristic
size distribution modes of tar balls from biomass smoke samples
are centred at 100–300 nm (refs 12–14), or approximately half
the mode size (600 nm) of ASOP. Also, no other characteristic
biomass burning particles such as soot or potassium salts were
detected in these samples. Hence, the ASOP are neither tar balls nor
internal mixtures of soot and organics, but rather a separate, distinct
type of atmospheric particles. The total carbon absorption/area
equivalent diameter ratio is indicative of ASOP solidity, and is
positively correlated with sp2 (C=C) hybridization (Fig. 4c). The
majority of ASOP have values of total carbon absorption/area
equivalent diameter ratio >0.5 µm−1 and sp2 hybridization >20%,
respectively.

The qualitative similarity (Fig. 4a) between NEXAFS spectra of
ASOP, tar balls, and ‘free light’ SOM isolated in a study (Methods,
X-ray spectroscopy of soil samples) from the surface layers of
agricultural soils is notable, and suggests a plausible interrelation of
their composition. Indeed, composition of the tar balls is attributed
to the organic materials ejected from the pores of burning plants,
emitted first as fine liquid particles, and later solidified by heat15.
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Figure 3 | Optical density (OD) and phase state of the ASOP obtained from X-ray micro-spectroscopy. a,b, Pre-edge (a) and post-edge (b) OD maps of
particles collected at the Southern Great Plains (SGP) site (the same field of view is shown in two maps). ASOP are indicated by the arrows. c, Plot of total
carbon absorption (TCA) as a function of area equivalent diameter (AED) for individual carbonaceous particles detected in present and previous10 studies.
High absorptions at the pre-edge and post-edge indicate the inorganic and total carbon content, respectively. The plots indicate stronger absorption of
X-rays by solid ASOP than any other similarly sized organic particles. AU, absorbance units; SOA, secondary organic aerosol.

Plant-derived products, such as polysaccharides, tannins, and lignin
fragments, are also major components of ‘free light’ SOM (ref. 16).
These components are only loosely associated with the soil
matrix; thus, soluble components may be prone to aerosolization
through a ‘raindrop’ mechanism. The molecular constituents of
SOM are substantially larger than common atmospheric organics17.
Assuming >C18 molecules (MW > 250 gmol−1) are dominant in
mobilized SOM (ref. 18) and the O/C ratio of ∼0.4 reported here,
based on the compilations of Koop et al.5 we estimate a glass
transition temperature of SOM of ∼300K. Therefore, evaporation
of water from the SOM-containing mist would result in amorphous
solidification (glassy state) at ambient temperatures, consistent with
observations of solid spherical ASOP reported here (Supplementary
Fig. 6). Furthermore, ASOP appear as uncoated or have visible
coatings on their surfaces (Supplementary Fig. 7). This indicates that
ASOP are generated as primary particles and their surfaces promote
heterogeneous chemistry and condensation of secondary species.
Although similarities between NEXAFS fingerprints of SOM and
ASOP (Fig. 4a) allow us to infer the source andmechanism of ASOP
formation, depending on the variability of the soils at different
geographical locations, ASOP composition may vary. For instance,
ASOP sampled in the irrigation experiment have substantially more
oxygen-containing functionalities than those collected at the SGP
site, as indicated by characteristic peaks in their NEXAFS spectra
(Supplementary Fig. 4).

At present, it is assumed that particles from soils enter the
atmosphere primarily through wind erosion or human activities
such as agricultural tilling or harvesting. The observations of solid
ASOP reported here challenge our understanding of the sources
and formation mechanisms of atmospheric organic particles,
and suggest an additional source from atmosphere—land surface
interactions. The SOM-derived composition of ASOP implies
their inherent relevance to atmospheric brown carbon and their
plausible contribution to the absorption and scattering of solar

and terrestrial radiation19. Estimates of ASOP optical properties
based on reported correlations20 with the O/C ratio and the sp2
hybridization suggest values of single scattering albedo of 0.8–1.0
and Ångström absorption coefficients of 1.5–3.5—characteristic of
brown carbon, respectively. Dynamic environmental SEM imaging
of hydrating ASOP (Supplementary Fig. 8) shows that ASOP would
serve as cloud condensation nuclei at atmospherically relevant
supersaturations, and potentially impact the formation of warm
clouds. At higher altitudes, ASOPwould provide solid glass surfaces
for heterogeneous ice nucleation in cirrus and mixed-phase clouds.
Notably, the importance of SOM as strong ice nuclei has been
explicitly reported in field and laboratory studies dating back to
the early seventies21. More recently, it has been explicitly shown
that particles containing SOM proxy material can be in the solid
phase and serve as efficient ice nuclei22. However, airborne SOM
has always been attributed to soil erosion; SOM emitted by means
of a rainfall mechanism have not been considered. In addition,
emissions of ASOP may be influenced by a feedback loop of the
regional rainfall enhancement due to the expanding developments
in cropland irrigation23.

Initially, it was fairly surprising that ASOP have not been previ-
ously reported. However, there are compelling reasons for the lack
of ASOP observations. ASOP are refractory and do not decom-
pose substantially on heating up to 600 ◦C (Supplementary Fig. 9),
implying that they would not be detected by evaporation-based
methods of in-situ particle analysis. Thus, if ASOP were present,
the organic particle concentration measured by evaporation-based
methods would be underestimated. Laser ablation mass spec-
trometry could detect ASOP; however, extensive fragmentation
of the organic material on ablation would render interpretation
of the spectra challenging, and they could be confused with
other organic particles. Because of their solid phase and SOM-
based composition, microscopy and microanalysis methods may
be the most effective tools for detection of ASOP. However,
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Figure 4 | Carbon chemical bonding and mixing state of the ASOP obtained from X-ray micro-spectroscopy. a, Carbon K-edge spectra of ASOP
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initial distinction of solid ASOP from other particles occurred
when images were acquired over tilted samples (Fig. 2). Previ-
ously, acquisition of tilt angle SEM images of atmospheric aerosol
particles has not been a common practice. Furthermore, most
microscopy studies of particle chemistry have focused on sam-
ples collected in polluted areas, whereas sampling at rural areas
and surrounding rain events (where ASOP are expected) were
less common.

Although there are no explicit reports of ASOP, the assumption of
theirwidespread existence in the atmosphere is consistentwith some
published observations. For example, a month of measurements at
the Southern Great Plains site during May 2003 noted the frequent
appearance of weakly hygroscopic 430–600 nm particles (ratio of
wet-to-dry diametersD/D∗=1.1 at RH 85%)24. Because of their low
hygroscopicity, those particleswere attributed tomineral dust.How-
ever, on the basis of the ASOP characteristics presented here (Fig. 2
and Supplementary Fig. 8), it is reasonable to suggest that those
particles were perhaps ASOP. Also, numerous studies have reported
enhancement of fluorescent particles after rain events25–28. Large
super-micrometre fluorescent particles are commonly attributed to
biogenic spores, bacteria, fungi, and so on. However, because of
their SOM nature, ASOP would also have a strong fluorescence
signal29 and some of these sub-micrometre fluorescent particles27,28
may have been ASOP. Furthermore, elevated concentrations of ice
nucleating particles detected27,28 after rainfall might be also partially
related to ASOP. Finally, a slightly counterintuitive observation30

that stronger and more widespread rain, in a tropical rural location

in India, resulted in a smaller reduction and faster recovery of the
aerosol optical depth than less intense rainfall, may again be in line
with the ASOP formation.

Future studies should further explore the atmosphere—land
surface interactions by assessing the relationship between rainfall
intensity and efficiency of ASOP generation, evaluate and constrain
ASOP budgets at different geographic areas, describe area-specific
variability in the ASOP composition, and quantify the optical and
cloud nucleation properties of ASOP.

Methods
Methods and any associated references are available in the online
version of the paper.
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Methods
Sample collection. Samples were collected at Southern Great Plains site in Lamont,
Oklahoma, USA. This site was established by the Atmospheric Radiation
Monitoring Program of the US Department of Energy. A four-stage Sioutas
Cascade Impactor (SKC) was used for sampling. Each stage was preloaded with
silicon nitride membrane substrates (Si3N4 membrane windows, Silson) and
carbon-filmed substrates (Copper 400 mesh grids coated with Carbon Type-B
films, Ted Pella). Particles collected on substrates placed on the D stage (cutoff
0.25 µm) were analysed. Samples were collected through a sampling inlet located at
a height of 10m, with a 9 lmin−1 sampling rate for 20min starting at 19:00 GMT on
the dates listed in Supplementary Table 1.

Chemical imaging of particles. An environmental scanning electron microscope
(ESEM, Quanta 3D model, FEI) with an EDAX energy dispersive X-ray (EDX)
spectrometer and a Si(Li) detector with a 10mm2 active area and an ATW2
window was used31–33. Under vacuum conditions, particles were imaged using
secondary electron (SE) and forward scattered transmitted electron (STE) signals.
The STE signal was also used for imaging when the instrument was operated in the
environmental mode, where a controlled amount of water vapour was present as a
background gas. The SE imaging mode is inherently sensitive to the surface
topography of a specimen and, therefore, was used to provide better imaging
contrast for particle surface features. The STE imaging mode is sensitive to the
vertical dimensions of particles and was used to distinguish between solid
(spherical) and liquid (flattened) particles. In addition to the standard position of
the sample normal to the direction of the electron beam (0◦ tilt of the sample),
particles were also imaged at a tilt angle of 75◦, allowing visualization of their
vertical dimension. A helium ion microscope (Orion NanoFab, Zeiss) was used for
surface imaging with enhanced material contrast of the thin organic coating on
some of the ASOP. For computer-controlled (CC) SEM/EDX analysis, particles on
the substrates were identified and imaged using the STE imaging mode. Then, an
X-ray spectrum for each identified particle was acquired at an acceleration voltage
of 20 kV and at a beam current of 430 pA for 10 s. Area equivalent diameters (AED)
were calculated from the 2D projection area recorded for each individual particle.
Particle elemental composition was quantified and is reported in units of atomic
fractions. More details on CCSEM/EDX analysis and X-ray mapping of particles
are reported elsewhere11,12,31,34,35. An FEI Titan environmental transmission electron
microscope (TEM, FEI) operated at 300 kV was used to perform high-resolution
TEM imaging.

Scanning transmission X-ray microscopy (STXM) uses a focused soft X-ray
beam generated from the synchrotron light source to probe chemical bonding of
specific elements of interest within individual particles. A set (stack) of STXM
images is obtained by raster scanning the sample at fixed photon energy and
recording the intensities of the transmitted X-rays at each pixel. The spatially
resolved near-edge X-ray absorption fine struture (NEXAFS) spectra are then
retrieved for the specific areas of interest from the recorded STXM stacks. Mixing
state and chemical bonding of elements within individual particles at∼35 nm size
resolution can be identified by analysing the recorded spectra. Carbon, oxygen and
nitrogen K-edge NEXAFS spectra were acquired in this study. Further details on
the applications of this technique to atmospheric particles and additional
information on the STXM instrument are published elsewhere36–38.

X-ray spectroscopy of soil samples. Soils for C NEXAFS analysis were collected at
the Hyslop Field Laboratory (Oregon State University). The soil (fine silty mixed
superactive mesic Aquic Argixeroll) is moderately drained, medium-textured, and
at present under cultivation with Triticum spp. A-horizon material
(depth= 10–30 cm) was collected, sieved (2mm), air-dried, and stored until
further use.

To isolate the ‘free light’ fraction, a density separation procedure was employed
that relies on a density gradient established in sodium polytungstate solution. This
solution was used to separate mineral-associated organic carbon (heavy fraction)
from lower-density organic matter (free light fraction)39,40. A density cutoff of
<1.65 g cm−3 was chosen to ensure the exclusion of low-density (∼1.7 g cm−3)
metal–organic complexes and co-precipitates, and the free light fraction samples
were freeze-dried for subsequent C NEXAFS analysis.

For C NEXAFS analysis of the free light fraction, subsamples were suspended in
MilliQ H2O, deposited onto pre-cleaned indium foils, and air-dried at room
temperature. C NEXAFS spectra were collected using the spherical grating
monochromator (SGM) beamline 11ID-1 at the Canadian Light Source (CLS)41,42.
To minimize X-ray exposure, spectra were collected in step scan mode (in 0.25 eV
steps from 270 to 320 eV) with a dwell time of 20ms. After each scan, the beam was
moved to a new spot on the sample, collecting a total of 50–70 scans for each
sample. The beamline exit slit was set at 25mm and fluorescence yield data were
collected using a two-stage microchannel plate detector. After averaging the scans
for each sample, the pre-edge region (270–275 eV) of the average spectrum was set
to zero (baseline normalization) and the resulting spectrum (I ) was normalized to
the beamline photon flux (Io) recorded for a separate Au reference foil. The
spectrum was referenced to the carboxylic acid peak (288.5 eV) of a citric acid
standard for energy calibration.
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